
4 TIPS FOR CUTTING AND COLORING MEN’S 
HAIR 
 
You most likely have a ton of involvement in ladies’ hair. You’ve trimmed, hued and styled a 
wide range of ladies’ hair, however do you have insight with men’s hair? The excellence 
business isn’t only for ladies. In the event that you like men’s hair styling, Beauty Parlour in 
Odenplan can show you the most recent procedures with our cosmetology and styling 
programs. 

 Men need to look great as well! In case you’re prepared to grow your abilities and 
customers, here are 4 hints for trimming and shading men’s hair that you need to know: 

 

 
 

WHEN TO LOCK AND TIE YOUR HAIR 

Since ladies will in general have longer hair, a painstakingly molded neck area isn’t as 
critical to them. In men, be that as it may, cleavage is quite often obvious and can even 
change the vibe of their neck. There are two fundamental kinds of neck area trim: 

Impeded - A hindered neck area is made by utilizing a straight, even slice along the neck 
area to make a spotless line. The trim ought to follow the regular hairline. At the point when 
the obstructed hairline develops back, it can look muddled and lopsided and thus requires 
more support. 

Tightened - As the name proposes, a tightened neck area blurs (or tightens) toward the 
end. It can begin at the tallness of the characteristic hairline or somewhat higher to show 
more scalp. 

An impeded neck area looks better on more slender necks since it makes the neck look 
more extensive. Then again, a tightened neck area looks better on a wide neck since it 
makes the neck look more slender. 
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CLING TO THE NATURAL HAIR SHADE FOR MEN 

Have you ever seen a man with silver hair color it dark? It doesn’t make him look more 
youthful. Truth be told, it as a rule makes his hair resemble a hairpiece. In the event that 
your customer needs to color, pick a shade near his common tone - one that coordinates 
his eyebrows so they don’t grab the attention. At the point when it’s an ideal opportunity to 
color, utilize a semi-perpetual color. It will blur after some time, so the new development will 
mix better with the shaded closures. 

Try not to CUT MEN’S HAIR. 

A significant piece of men’s hair styles is dealing with the sideburns. A few people suggest 
going behind the customer’s ears. Yet, did you realize that the vast majority’s ears are not 
balanced? On the off chance that you trim your sideburns to coordinate your ears, they will 
look lopsided. All things being equal, cut your sideburns with the goal that they coordinate 
one another. Like cleavage, sideburns can shape a man’s face. More slender sideburns can 
optically stretch the face, while thicker sideburns make the face look more extensive. 

Continuously CHECK YOUR HAIRCUT. 

Try not to stand by until the finish of your hair style to watch that your hair is straight. Since 
men’s hair styles will in general be more limited, slip-ups can be more recognizable. During 
the hair style, ensure your hair is straight and that it is straight. Step back a couple of feet to 
consider the to be overall, and ensure you have great lighting. 
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On the off chance that you need to keep a normal male client base, think about contribution 
extra administrations for men, for example, facials, shaving and whiskers. The more 
administrations you can give, the almost certain they are to continue to return. What’s more, 
you never know - they may even allude to their companions. 
 


